are squares is of no consequence. It is shown in §2 how necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of integer solutions in much more general problems ( §2, (9), (13)) can be determined and how, when these conditions are satisfied, the solutions may be found. The details are given first for three very special cases, (1), (5), (6) below.
If all letters denote integers, and a, b, c, d are constant, we seek necessary and sufficient conditions that the system
shall have a solution x, y, z. We shall assume that abed ^0, as the excluded possibilities require only slight modifications, all of which are included in the general method. The required conditions are that b, d be simultaneously representable in two forms of degree seven. Precisely, (1) has a solution in integers x, y, z if and only if integers/, g, h, k, m, n exist such that
Provided such/, g, • • • exist, the complete solution of (1) is
where/, g, h, k> m, n run through all solutions of (2).
To prove this, we rewrite (1) as
which is of the form
The complete integer solutions of the respective equations in (3), [February with x, y, z, u, v unrestricted variables 
)->(tn, n).
The completeness of the solutions of (3), (4) implies the completeness of the solution of (1) when f, g, • --run through all solutions of (2). This treatment is possible only because (3), equivalent to (1), is a pure multiplicative system. A full discussion of such systems, with a non-tentative method for finding their complete solutions, was given in a former paper.
3
The above solutions of (3), (4) Here the simultaneous representation of b, d, j which is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a solution of (5) is by forms of degree fifteen. This may suggest that anything approaching a complete solution of the systems quoted 2 is not to be expected in the near future. However, any number of solvable systems can be constructed immedi-ately from the conditions, and likewise for such systems having infinities of solutions.
The pure multiplicative system corresponding to (3) for (5) (1), (5) and the systems cited 2 which make it possible to treat the equations as a pure multiplicative system are that each equation lacks a constant term in one of its members and that its other member consists of a single term. The second of these restrictions is removed in §2. It is immaterial that the single term has the coefficient unity; for multiplicative systems with arbitrary constant integer coefficients can also be solved completely by a straightforward, non-tentative process. (8) ; all the solutions of (7), with r, 5 constant, fall into sets determined by these pairs. Proceeding as in (l)-(4), we find that (6) has an integer solution x, y, z if and only if integers xi, x 2 , yi, y 2 , Z\, z 2 exist such that, for some resolution of r, s as in (8) and if these conditions are satisfied, the complete solution x, y, z of (7) is as given in (8), in which / and the r», Si refer to all resolutions of the constants r, s of the type indicated. The extension to a system of n (>2) quadratics is immediate.
The general case. The notation is as follows.
Pi(x) is a polynomial in x of degree mi-\-r iy m z >0, r*>0, with constant integer coefficients.
The term of lowest degree in Pi(x) is a,iX mi , di^O.
so that Ri(x) is a polynomial in x of degree r t >0 with constant integer coefficients and no constant term. bu ni, s denote constant integers, ô^O, W;>0, s>l. By the method exemplified in §1, we may obtain necessary and sufficient conditions that the system
shall have a solution in integers x, 3>i, • • • , 3> s . The conditions concern the representability of the constant integers #i, • • • , a s in certain forms; the complete solution of (9) is known when all these representations of ai, • • • , a s are known.
Rewriting (9) as
we associate with (10) the pure multiplicative system The/, gi, hi are power products in u\, • • • , u t with integer coefficients which are power products formed from the factors in certain resolutions of the constants b\, • • • , b s into products; the forms of/, gi, hi and the coefficients described depend only on the given constant integers Wj, tii. Necessary and sufficient conditions that the system (9) have a solution in integers x, y iy i = 1, • • • , s, are found as in §1, and refer to the representation of the constants ai in certain forms. Comparing (10), (11), we find
as the required conditions. When these are satisfied, the solutions are obtained from (12). An obvious modification gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an integer solution, and so on, of the more general system (13) CiPi ( the conditions concern the representability of the a t -, di in certain forms. As in all cases the conditions are both necessary and sufficient, the complete solution of the given system is equivalent to finding the total representation of the coefficients ai, di in a determinable system of forms.
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